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Today…
Tell you how we, in SFUSD, are tackling the 
challenges of implementing the CaCCSS-M 

Explain our Theory of Action  

Introduce you to TRU Math—a framework  

Expose you to the three reads and 
problem stem strategies—one of our 
signature pedagogies 
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Norms: As we put you 
in the learner role…
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Socio-mathematical norms
Errors are gifts…they promote discussion 
and learning 

The answer is important, but not the only 
math!  

Ask questions…until ideas makes sense. 

Think with language…use language to 
think.  

Use multiple representations.
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Many equity 
challenges…
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SFUSD class of 2014
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SFUSD class of 2014
Following students who were in 8th 

grade in 2011 and 10th grade in 2013…
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We know that…
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…race, class, culture, 
and language all play 
key roles in teaching 

and learning 
mathematics…

cc:	Frerieke	-	https://www.flickr.com/photos/9399948@N05
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An essential part of the 
solution: 

  
The Common Core  
State Standards
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Our beliefs drive our 
Theory of Action.
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Our TOA drives 
our Actions.

Inside a Unifying 
Framework18



Teaching for Robust 
Understanding (TRU) Math:  

A Unifying Framework
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Three Dimensions of 
Teaching and Learning

What should we look 
for in SF classrooms?
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What does it all mean for 
our English Learners?
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English Learners Need
1. Understand the 

mathematics 
2. Develop Academic     

 English 
3. Believe they can do it

cc:	*BlueMoon	-	https://www.flickr.com/photos/12023334@N02
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cc:	Charos	Pix	-	https://www.flickr.com/photos/98609459@N08

Discourse	is	the	  
currency	of	learning.	

Language	Functions	is	
the	on-ramp	onto	
academic	discourse.
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ReceptiveProductive

Language Functions

Three Reads 
Problem Stem

Turn & Talk 
Sentence Frames
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THREE READS 
(AND PROBLEM STEM)
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FIRST READ 
What is the  

situation about?
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Comparing Gas Mileage 

After many years driving his family around in a 
minivan, Mr. Maravilla is finally trading it in for a 
car that gets better gas mileage. He is hoping that 
the new car, a hybrid, will save him a lot of money 
in gas in the long run.

Here’s what Mr. Maravilla knows: 

Gas costs about $2.75 per gallon. 

Mr. Maravilla drives about 12,500 miles per year. 

The minivan could go about 350 miles on a tank of gas. 

The minivan’s tank could hold 20 gallons. 

The new hybrid can go about 400 miles on a tank of gas. 

The hybrid’s tank can hold 11 gallons.
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SECOND READ 
What are all the quantities 

in this situation?
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THIRD READ 
What are all the 

mathematical questions we 
could ask of this situation?
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How will “three reads”  
give students access to  
the mathematics  
and the language?
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SFUSD Toolkit
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        www.sfusdmath.org                                                                       
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